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Abstract
The factors influencing insurance pricing decisions are assessed using the ISO product liability ratemaking files
for 1980-1984. The mean loss level has a strong positive effect on manual rates and premium rates/exposure.
Evidence on a variety of ambiguity measures is more mixed. As a broad generalization, risk ambiguity lowers
manual rates, which may reffect exclusion of large loss outliers as being unrepresentative. Risk ambiguity tends
to have a positive effect on actual pricing decisions for particular policies, especially bodily injury lines and the
interactive risk-ambiguity model.
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The role of risk ambiguity has been of increasing interest in the literature on the character of choice under uncertainty.' Although the Ellsberg paradox and the assoeiated
aversion to imprecisely understood probabilities has long been a major feature of the
literature on the rationality of choice under uneertainty, it has been only recently that
investigators have generalized this phenomenon to actual instances of individual and
societal decisions.
A prominent example of such an extension consists of the work on the effect of
ambiguity on insurance pricing. A recent paper by Hogarth and Kunreuther (1991)
extended their research on this topic using a sample of professional aetuaries.^ Their
data, derived from a mail survey of actuaries, implied that aetuaries would price ambiguous risks at an amount greater than the expected value. Another noteworthy feature of
their results is that even in situations in which the professional actuaries make an adjustment for ambiguity, the expected loss associated with the policy is the main anchor
respondents use in assessing the level of insurance rates.
Rather than focusing on stated questionnaire responses to various risky scenarios, this
article will address the influence of risk ambiguity using four sets of data on product
liability insurance. In particular, for each ofthe industry groups and for each of the states
represented in the sample, the effect of the expected loss will be assessed as well as the
ambiguity of this loss on two measures of insurance prices—the manual rate for a partieular policy as well as the actual premium rate charged per unit exposure. Premium rates
*This article was prepared for The Wharton School Conferenee, Making Decisions Abotit Liability and Insurance, Deeember 6-7,1991. Richard Zeckhauser, who was the discussant of this article at the Wharton conference, and Sharon Tennyson provided a variety of insightful comments. Patrieia Born provided superb researeh
assistance. This research was supported by NSF grant SES #3321057.
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reflect the market prices actually charged by insurers, whereas manual rates are the
pricing guidelines written in a book or manual. Manual rates are intended to provide
guidance to underwriters in setting premium rates in specific contexts. In the usual
instance, the manual rate serves as the reference point for the average price appropriate
for a particular risk.
The primary intent of this article is to assess the ramifications of risk-ambiguity aversion for actual insurance pricing decisions. The experimental evidence in the extensive
literature on risk ambiguity is quite strong. Moreover, there are occasional references to
the role of risk ambiguity in the insurance ratemaking literature. At the same time,
however, the dominant focus ofthe ratemaking literature is on expected losses and other
aspects of insurance pricing decisions, such as fixed costs and the return on the invested
premiums. Risk ambiguity does not play a central role in these basic rate making formulas. The role of uncertainty has, however, been a prominent concern in the literature on
the liability insurance crisis, which suggests that risk ambiguity may potentially influence
insurance pricing decisions,^
The empirical evidence considered here is based on four very large sets of data pertaining to produce liability coverage. The sample consists of the insurance ratemaking
files of the Insurance Services Oflice (ISO)—the industry group that pools this risk
information—for four different lines of product liability coverage. The research findings
suggest that the expected loss associated with the policy has an extremely strong effect on
insurance pricing. This result is what one would expect. In contrast, the risk-ambiguity
aversion terms have a less clearcut influence. Although the empirical evidence suggests
that there are mixed effects, there is very little evidence suggesting that risk-ambiguity
aversion affects the setting of manual rates. An influence of greater consequence appears to be the desire of insurers to trim oudiers from consideration so as to have a more
representative sample for rating projections. Actual pricing decisions appear to be more
strongly influenced by risk ambiguity, particularly if one postulates a mechanism by
which the influence of risk ambiguity is through an interaction with the mean risk level.
Section 2 of this article outlines the fundamentals of insurance pricing as well as the
relationship of these pricing decisions to the potential role of risk ambiguity. Section 3
explores the substantial volatility of the expected loses that insurers face under these
policies. Despite this variability, there is not clearcut evidence of ambiguity aversion
either in the additive risk ambiguity models explored in section 4 or in the interactive
models that are the subject of section 5, The evidence in support of the risk-ambiguity
aversion hypothesis is, however, stronger for the actual pricing of insurance than for the
setting of manual rates. The presence of this influence also varies by insurance line.
Section 6 summarizes the findings and the relationships to the risk-ambiguity aversion
hypothesis.

1. The rate-setting process
Before considering the potential role of risk ambiguity, it is helpful to consider the basic
aspects ofthe insurance ratemaking process. If we let K equal the variable costs associated with writing an insurance policy and T7 be an allowance for a normal rate of profits
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on the policy, then the basic formula for determining the rate that will be charged on an
insurance policy is given by
_ (Loss/Exposure) -^ (Fixed Costs/Exposure)
where Rate is the dollar premium charged per unit of exposure. The dominant unit for
exposure, and the one that is employed in the data set below, is dollar sales of the
product group being insured.
The two major risk-related factors that govern how the risk associated with the policy
affects the insurance premium rate charged are the loss per unit of exposure and the
fixed costs per unit of exposure, where the latter influence should generally be independent of the extent of the risks. All policies are also influenced by the variable costs
associated with writing a policy as well as the need to earn a profit on the policy, which in
turn will be influenced by the level of interest rates. The basic formula that governs the
rate-setting process by insurance companies consequently does not include a measure of
risk ambiguity.'' Indeed, the only component that is likely to be strongly related to the
loss experience under the policy is the average loss/exposure amount.
This is not to say that there may not be some adjustments for risk-ambiguity aversion.
For example, the allowance for profitability -IT could potentially be influenced by the
riskiness of the policy and the precision with which the loss is known. More generally,
insurance companies are reluctant to write coverage in situations in which there is not a
good statistical basis for setting the rates. The overriding hypothesis is that firms will
reflect this reluctance in higher insurance prices when the likely performance of the
policy in unclear.
The econometric formulation implied by equation (1) is
Rate = a -I- 3i (Loss/Exposure)
-I- 32 (Fixed Costs/Exposure) + e,

(2)

where 31, 32 = 1/(1 - K - IT).
Thus, if there is no role for risk ambiguity, one can formulate the rate-setting process
as a simple linear function of the loss per unit of exposure and the fixed cost per unit of
exposure, where the coeflicients of these variables reflect the influence of the variable
cost and profitability terms.
Risk ambiguity could enter this formulation in two different ways. It could alTect the
weights placed on the difl^erent components, or it could enter additively. Each of these
will be explored in turn in this article.
The empirical measures of risk ambiguity will all involve some measure of loss dispersion for policies written for a particular class of products. These measures of loss dispersion may capture a variety of influences. Situations in which the risk performance of
policies is less well understood should be associated with less precise risk assessments on
the part of insurers. If insurers display risk-ambiguity aversion, in the Ellsberg paradox
sense, as is hypothesized, then greater dispersion will lead to higher insurance prices.
Observed insurance prices will, of course, reflect the joint influence of decisions by the
insured and by insurance companies, and these generally are mutually reinforcing.
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Aversion to ambiguous risks, for example, will raise the amount that those exposed to
risk are willing to pay for coverage and will also boost the price at which insurance is
offered,
A wide range of other economic influences linked to variability of losses may also be at
work, where these effects for the most part also should raise insurance prices. More
variable risk outcomes will be less attractive to parties who are risk averse. From the
standpoint of the insurer, it is the variability of the entire portfolio of insured risks that is
of consequence rather than the variability of the losses for each narrowly defined product
group. The role of risk aversion should consequently be small except in the case of
policies with extremely large stakes.
Highly variable outcomes are also of concern to insurers from the standpoint of their
solvency. Large losses may threaten the viability of the firm and may lead to violation of
regulatory constraints imposed on insurers. Insolvency ratings by agencies such as A.M.
Best will also be influenced by large losses. Hogarth and Kunreuther (1991), for example,
note that the variance of losses also may have tax implications for firms facing a nonlinear
tax schedule.
In situations in which there is substantial underlying variation in the performance of firms
marketing products within a similar group, insurers are also subject to problems of adverse
selection. Sellers of risky products that generate the highest product risks will have the
greatest desire to purchase insurance, and low-risk producers will tend to forgo insurance,
thus boosting the mean level of risks above the average for all producers in the industry.
Similarly, insurance companies that are successful in marketing policies in a high loss
variance situation may be subject to a variant ofthe "winner's curse" that might be more
aptly termed the "seller's curse," Insurers who most underprice particular risks will be
most likely to sell such policies in a market in which there is variability in the underlying
risks posed by the insured.
Sellers of insurance who are trying to predict insurance performance may exclude
oudiers as being unrepresentative. In much the same way that statistical analysts of
survey data often trim extreme responses to maintain the sample's reliability, firms may
attempt to focus on the more representative policies, (The conference discussant of this
article, Richard Zeckhauser, once held a summer job with an insurance company, where
his main task was to identiiy and discard such outliers.) This influence will tend to
generate a negative effect of risk ambiguity on insurance prices.

1.1. Additive models
The simplest way in which risk ambiguity could enter the estimating equation is through
an additive ambiguity term. Thus, rate setting could proceed along the lines indicated by
equation (2) except that the insurance adjustor appends a risk-ambiguity term to account
for the precision with which the risk is understood, thus giving rise to
Rate = a -I- Pi (Loss/Exposure) -I- (32 (Fixed Costs/Exposure)
+ P3 Ambiguity -I- e,

(3)
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This kind of formulation is not unprecedented in the insurance ratemaking literature.
Lemaire (1986), for example, suggests that insurance companies should adjust the value
of the premium, setting the premium equal to the expected loss |JL under the policy plus a
linear term that is a function of the estimated variance or standard deviation, or
R a t e = jJL + ^CT^.

or
Rate = iJL -I- cd.^

This is a standard mean variance model of insurance ratemaking. Similarly, constrained
risk-of-ruin models suggested by Stone (1973) may also lead to an adjustment for risk
ambiguity, although the functional form is less clear-cut in this case. Firms interested in
keeping the probability of depleting their reserves will be concerned with risk ambiguity,
leading to a form of ambiguous belief aversion.
If insurance companies exhibit risk-ambiguity aversion, as in the case of the classic
Ellsberg paradox, we would expect the coefficient 33 to be positive. Controlling for the
expected loss/exposure, the rate charged for insurance should increase as the risks being
insured become less well understood.

1.2. Interactive ambiguity models
An alternative possibility is that instead of entering as an additive ambiguity adjustment
term, risk ambiguity could affect the operation of the rate-setting process in an interactive manner. For example, if risk ambiguity influences the profit allowance factor TT in
equation (1), then both 3] and 32 would be a function of risk ambiguity.
Similarly, the subjective ambiguity adjustment model formulated by Lemaire (1986)
hypothesizes that insurers should set the premium rate for a policy by a formula in which
the rate ofthe policy equals the expected loss |x associated with it plus an interactive term
involving risk ambiguity >4 and the expected loss per unit of exposure, or

Rate = \x(\ + A).
Formulation of an interactive model gives rise to an estimating equation that takes the
following form:
Rate = a + 3i (Loss/Exposure) -I- 32 (Fixed Costs/Exposure)
-I- 34 Ambiguity x (Loss/Exposure) + e.

(4)

The primary test for risk ambiguity under the interactive model in equation (4) is that
firms should charge more for each expected loss/exposure amount in situations in which
risk ambiguity is present. It should be noted that in all these models, the coefficient of 31
is positive. The expected loss/exposure level should raise premiums. In addition, the role
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of risk ambiguity should be to boost premiums above what they would otherwise be.
Thus, with risk-ambiguity aversion, the prediction is that 34 > 0.

2. The volatility of insurance markets
The focus of this analysis will be on the market for product liability coverage purehased
by businesses. This area of insurance coverage has been one that has been in substantial
flux over the past several decades, in large part because of the changing character of the
losses being insured. Whereas product liability formerly focused primarily on negligence
cases and manufacturing defects, the character of firms' liability has changed dramatically in the past 25 years.
The emergence of strict liability led to increased responsibility on the part of firms.
Courts began to view firms as insurers of the losses of accident victims. According to this
view, companies could then spread these insurance costs across all consumers of the
product through higher product prices. In effect, consumers would be purchasing both a
product and liability risk coverage.
A more important legal development is that the class of issues addressed by the courts
changed as well. The courts began to focus on broad design-defect questions and not
simply on manufacturing defects. The safety aspects of entire product lines and, indeed,
the marketability of certain products began to be questioned by the courts. An important
class of design defects contributing to a major surge in litigation has been hazardwarnings cases.
Perhaps the most prominent development has been the rise of mass toxic torts. Although the standard product-liability case formerly consisted of an individual plaintiff
suing the producer of a defectively manufactured product, since the 1970s there has been
an increasingly large role played by mass toxic tort actions. The leading class of cases
among these consists of the asbestos litigation, which now composes more than the
majority of all cases in the Federal courts. The estimated total number of claimants in the
various mass tort actions is substantial: 190,000 plaintiffs against Manville, 150,000 claimants against other asbestos companies, 210,000 claimants in the Dalkon Shield litigation,
125,000 claimants in the Agent Orange litigation, and 2000 claimants each in the DES
and Bendectin litigation.^
The net effect is that the burden placed on the insurance companies selling coverage
for these product-liability costs has changed substantially over a short period of time.
Consider the 1975-1980 period, where 1980 is the first year covered by the ISO data set
analyzed below. Over that five-year period, the number of product liability cases in the
Federal courts tripled. Subsequently, the number of cases commenced in the Federal
courts remained relatively stable throughout the 1981-1984 period. This time interval is
the remainder of the time period covered by the ISO data analyzed in this article.
Product liability cases then jumped beginning in 1985 and thereafter, where most of this
increase was due to the role of the asbestos litigation.
There is, of course, a lag of two years on average between the time that productliability cases are commenced and the time when they are resolved and the insurance
costs are incurred. In some instances, particularly in jurisdictions such as Cook County,
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Illinois, delays may be even longer. Nevertheless, there was sufficient uncertainty in the
liability-insurance area throughout the 1970s and 1980s to make risk ambiguity a salient
concern. Given the substantial volatility in the litigation generating the liability costs, one
would expect there to be a similar broad fluctuation in the risks that are being insured by
the firms offering product-liability insurance. This volatility is indeed apparent in the loss/
exposure figures in panel A of table 1, The data set used in this table consists of the ratemaking files of the Insurance Services Office for product liability coverage for the years
1980-1984, Consider first the results for the full sample, which are reported in the first
row of panel A, The unit of analysis for this and all subsequent discussions will be the
product-liability insurance policy written for each particular firm. The losses are the
incurred plus projected losses for the policy, and the exposure amount is the dollar value
of product sales being insured.
The fiuctuation in the levels of mean losses/exposure is substantial. The full sample
results in panel A of table 1 indicate a variation of mean loss/exposure levels from 1,25 to
6,83, which is a difference of a factor of 5, In a situation in which losses are highly
Table I. Insurance rate trends, 1980-1984
Panel A: Loss per unit exposure
Mean loss/exposure (standard error of mean)

Full sample
Hardware, plumbing, and
heating equipment
Electrical work
Eating and drinking places
Metal-cutting machine tools

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

2,49
(0,99)
0,16
(0,09)
0,69
(0,27)
0,13
(0,02)
0,020
(0,018)

1,82
(0,48)
0,11
(0,04)
0,44
(0,35)
0,17
(0,03)
0,76
(0,52)

6,83
(4,36)
0,11
(0,04)
0,14
(0,04)
1,54
(1,31)
0,060
(0,035)

2,32
(0,89)
0,20
(0,09)
0,32
(0,14)
0,09
(0,03)
1,72
(1,24)

1,25
(0,35)
0,12
(0,04)
0,32
(0,16)
0,004
(0,004)
0,23
(0,13)

Panel B: Manual rate
Mean manual rate (standard error of mean)

Full sample
Hardware, plumbing, and
heating equipment
Electrical work
Eating and drinking places
Metal-cutting machine tools

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

13027
(718)
2857
(99)
4309
(96)
2412
(214)
6197
(137)

13294
(708)
2857
(99)
4309
(96)
3569
(31)
6203
(129)

11894
(612)
2854
(99)
4327
(98)
3635
(35)
6300
(100)

12540
(663)
2857
(99)
4309
(96)
3636
(36)
6274
(104)

12070
(610)
2854
(99)
4268
(101)
3600
(0)
6274
(107)
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unstable, it is understandably difficult for insurance companies to form precise judgments on the level of the risk. Indeed, some analysts have suggested that uncertainty may
have been a major cause of the liability crisis in the mid-1980s.^
Although some of these differences may be attributable to specific industries a well as
to changes in the mix of the firms represented in the set of firms being insured, there are
also similar fluctuations in losses for narrowly defined, homogeneous product groups.
Panel A of table 1 summarizes the mean loss/exposure amounts for four of the largest
product groups represented in the sample, where these product groups have been defined at the five-digit level. Because of their comparatively large size, these industries
should exhibit loss patterns due not to small sample problems, but rather to the underlying volatility of loss performance. In the case of the hardware, plumbing, and heating
equipment industry, the mean loss/exposure ranges from .11 in 1981 and 1982 to .20 in
1983. For the electrical-work industry, the mean loss/exposure amount ranges from .14 in
1982 to .69 in 1980. In the case of eating and drinking places, the mean loss/exposure
ranges from .09 in 1983 to 1.54 in 1982. Finally, for the metal-cutting industry, the mean
loss/exposure ranges from .02 in 1980 to 1.72 in 1984.
Consideration of specific industries does not eliminate the disparity in the mean loss/
exposure amounts over time. The difficulty from the standpoint of the insurance company is apparent. There is highly substantial fiuctuation in the performance of the insurance policies. Even with respect to the national sample of firms in a particular industry, it
is very difficult for the insurance company to make precise judgments regarding the
extent of the risk. Given the magnitude of this uncertainty, one would expect risk ambiguity to play a major role in insurance pricing if indeed it is a factor in how insurance
policy prices are determined.
Panel B of table 1 summarizes the performance of manual rates over the same time
periods. Whereas the loss performance of insurance policies varies from year to year, the
manual rates that have served as the basis for insurance pricing decisions exhibit very
little fiuctuation.
The period 1980-1984 was, however, a period of substantial price competition.^ High
interest rates enabled firms to earn a substantial return on the investment of premiums
and, as a result, firms could lower their prices accordingly. Consequently, in many instances the manual rates are not binding constraints. A much better indication of the
price actually changed for insurance coverage is the premium/exposure. Even the mean
premium/exposure measure of insurance rates exhibits more stability than do mean
losses/exposure.
The subsequent empirical analysis will examine both the performance of manual rates
as well as the actual prices charged per unit of exposure of insurance coverage. Insurance
rates do not appear to be strongly affected by the underlying volatility of the performance
of the insurance policies.

3. Estimation of the additive risk-ambiguity model
The focus of this analysis will be on four lines of insurance: bodily injury monoline
coverage, bodily injury multiline coverage, property damage monoline coverage, and
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property damage multiline coverage. These sample sizes range from 19,823 to 25,264
observations, where the sample sizes pertain to the total sample for the pooled years
1982-1984, As a result, there are approximately 7000-8000 observations in each year for
each particular line of insurance. The first two years of data, 1980 and 1981, will not be
used as years for the estimating equation, since the mean loss variables and the ambiguity
terms will enter with a two-period lag.
Each of the lines of insurance will be analyzed using separate estimating equations,
since the nature of the coverage written differs across lines. There is, as a result, a
significant difference across equations in the coefficients, making pooling inappropriate. Since the sample size is substantial, pooling is not needed to produce more
precise estimates, as it might be, for example, when using small samples of aggregate
data by state.
Although data are available for a five-year period, the data set is not in panel form.
Observations consist of insurance policies identified by year, state, and product group,
but a particular firm's policies cannot be matched across time. As a result, it is not
possible to track the performance of specific firms purchasing insurance over time, making it infeasible to control for company-specific fixed effects,^ It will, however, be possible
to specify a fixed-effects model controlling for year-specific differences and product
group differences,
A series of other variables have also been included in the analysis in order to account
for a series of factors related to the variable costs, fixed costs, and omitted aspects of the
risks associated with the insurance policy that will not be captured by the loss variables.
These other variables will include five measures of the character of the product liability
legal regime in the state, a state wage rate variable to capture differences in insurance
costs, and a series of 42 product-group dummy variables and two-year dummy variables
to capture the fixed product-group effects and the fixed year-specific effects. The year
effects include the role of interest rates, which vary over time, "^

3.1. Ejfect on manual rates
The results in table 2 focus on the determinants ofthe manual rate charged for insurance
for each of the five-digit industry groups. For each of the observations in a sample, the
dependent variable is the manual rate corresponding to the particular firm purchasing
the coverage. The explanatory variables are defined based on the state and five-digit
product group code of the particular firm that purchased the insurance policy. Panels
A-D of table 2 pertain to each of the four lines of insurance captured in the sample.
The first set of variables included in each of the equations pertains to the mean
losses/exposure for the policy. To capture these losses, variables have been created both
on the state level and on the five-digit product-group level. Thus, the first loss variable is
the mean loss/exposure amount in the state, and the second is the national mean loss/
exposure for that five-digit product group. The number of observations is not sufficient
given this degree of refinement in the product-group codes to construct a loss variable
conditional upon both the product group and state location in which the insurance policy
was purchased.
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Table 2. Summary of insurance loss variables in manual rate regressions
Panel A: Bodily injury (monoline)

Coefficient (standard error)
4

Loss/exposure variable (/-2)

1

2

3

Mean in state

-26.685
(20.686)
69.732
(6.266)

6.718
(94.227)
785.707
(23.323)
-0.001
(0.002)
-0.020
(0.001)

-27.093
(20.964)
71.134
(6.266)

Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

-26.205
(20.612)
72.174
(6.242)

0.439
(1.336)
-19.486
(3.490)

Coefficient of variation in state
Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
0.21

0.17

0.17

251.418
(140.581)
-4690.611
(360.780)
0.18

Sample size: 19,823
Panel B: Bodily injury (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable ((-2)

1

2

Mean in state

+ 2.655
(1.569)
10.485
(1.134)

5.977
(4.347)
43.647
(2.648)
-6.0E-6
(7.5E-6)
-2.4E-4
(0.2E-4)

Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

4

3
2.043
(1.634)
10.828
(1.135)

1.315
(1.076)
-13.354
(2.435)

Coefficient of variation in state
Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
0.33
Sample size: 25,264

1.772
(1.590)
10.950
(1.132)

0.33

0.33

270.037
(110.259)
-3035.614
(256.717)
0.33
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Table 2. (cotttintied)
Panel C: Property damage (monoline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

Mean in state

11.055
(12.003)
33.554
(3.961)

68.646
(46.691)
137.666
(9.115)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.005
(0.000)

Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

3

Coefficient of variation in state

4
12.696
(12.453)
37.019
(3.962)

11.012
(12.061)
36.475
(3.954)

-0.343
(0.570)
-14.988
(1.304)

Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
0.27

«2

0.28

0.28

3.950
(52.408)
-1775.774
(136.704)
0.28

Sample size: 24,440
Panel D: Property damage (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

3

Mean in state

-0.034
(0.315)
0.198
(0.135)

0.646
(9.881)
5.394
(1.459)
-4.9E-7
(71.4E-7)
-4.0E-6
(l.lE-6)

-0.086
(0.315)
0.311
(0.137)

Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group
Coefficient of variation in state

4

1.189
(0.567)
-8.421
(1.382)

Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
0.31
Sample size: 23,885

-0.031
(0.315)
0.295
(0.136)

0.31

0.31

129.188
(59.827)
-971.234
(145.851)
0.31
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Tabte 2. (continued)
Panel E: Bodily injury (monoline)

Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable ((-2)

1

2

3

Mean in state

-0.144
(82,666)
872,031
(25,054)
-2,5E-6
(8,5E-6)
- 1.6E-5
(0,05E-5)

- 179,793
(607,523)
954.297
(33,788)

-571,813
(582,546)
896,130
(31,451)

Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)

0,108
(0,426)
-1,736
(0,065)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)
0,21

0.20

38,315
(40,805)
-146,925
(5.483)
0.20

Sample size: 19,823
Panel F: Bodily iivjury (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (f-2)

1

Mean in state

5,615
(3,806)
61,847
(3,097)
-3,0E-9
(3,8E-9)
-7,lE-8
(0,4E-8)

Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)

2,128
(10,749)
23.880
(3.710)

3.1E-4
(6.09E-4)
-0.026
(0.007)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)
0,33

Sample size: 25,264

-0.138
(11.106)
24.943
(3.412)

0.33

0,160
(0,627)
-2,505
(0,557)
0,33
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Table 2. (continued)
Panel G: Property damage (monoline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable ((-2)

1

2

3

Mean in state

40,349
(30,138)
170,412
(9,857)
-7,0E-6
(6,7E-6)
- 10,0E-6
(0,7E-6)

-203,691
(148,694)
134,067
(16,079)

-297,288
(151,538)
419,714
(32,043)

Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)

0,158
(0,109)
-0,190

Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)

{Kt.xJZy)

Skewness x mean (in state)

22,132

Skewness x mean (in product group)
R^
Sample size: 24,440

0,28

0,27

(10,842)
-64,199
(5,286)
0,28

Panel H: Property damage (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

3

Mean in state

0,444
(9,669)
4,786
(1,353)
-4,3E-11
(87,8E-11)
l,2E-10
(0,3E-10)

-6,131
(56,779)
19,598
(4,698)

-37,095
(54,580)
26,827
(5,662)

Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)

0,005
(0,043)
-0,029
(0,00/)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)

2,818

Skewness x mean (in product group)
0,31
Sample size: 23,885

0,31

(4,149)
-3,734
(0,794)
0,31
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All of the loss-related explanatory variables enter with a two-year lag. For example,
the variance in the industry is the loss variance in year t-2. One would not expect a
simultaneous relationship for a variety of reasons. The losses incurred under a policy do
not happen instantaneously. Product liability losses are not analogous to those for auto
insurance; there is a long tail involved. Products must first be sold, the injury must occur,
a claim must be filed, the claim possibly must be litigated, and the loss must be paid.
Moreover, even when the loss is paid, there is a delay before the loss information is
transmitted to the Insurance Services Office and incorporated in the ratemaking database. Regulatory approval of new manual rates also entails a lag. Results for specifications with a one-year lag structure were similar in character but not as strong as those
with the two-year lag.
The results in panels A-D for the mean loss variables are quite similar. There is very
little role played by the mean loss/exposure variable in the state. In contrast, there is
quite a substantial impact of the mean loss amount for the product group. The statistical
significance of this variable is consistent in all equations, since the mean loss/exposure
value for the product group has a positive and significant effect on the manual rate in 15 of
the 16 cases. The correspondingly low influence ofthe state mean loss levels is a reflection of
the greater reliance on the product group's performance than on the state liability regime in
the insurance rating process.'' Product liability differs from other insurance lines in that
state differences in performance do not affect the regulations of the rate levels.
To capture the role of risk ambiguity, three measures of the ambiguity of the insurance
policy were explored. Each of these was defined conditional on either the state or the
product group, as in the case ofthe mean loss amounts. The first of these measures is the
variance ofthe losses/exposure. The second measure is the coefficient of variation ofthe
losses/exposure. The final measure is the skewness of the losses/exposure. Other ambiguity variables, such as the standard deviation, were also used in exploratory regressions,
yielding similar results.
One would expect the variation in the losses to increase manual rates if there were
ambiguity of loss aversion, controlling for the mean risk. Similarly, there should be a
positive influence of the coefficient-of-variation variable. The skewness variable also
should have a positive coefficient. A positive measure of skewness indicates a distribution with a median below the value of the mean, with a long right tail. Situations in which
there is strong positive value of skewness, and consequently an associated long right tail
posing a chance of severe losses, might be viewed as ones in which there is substantial
ambiguity with respect to large losses.
Irrespective of the ambiguity measure used, the empirical results are quite similar.
The state-based measures of loss ambiguity have very little influence in any of the equations, since these coefficients are consistently statistically insignificant. In contrast, the
measures ofthe product-group-based ambiguity are almost invariably statistically significant, but with a negative sign. Other estimation results that included multiple measures
of ambiguity rather than only a single measure also yielded results that did not include a
positive effect of risk ambiguity on manual rates. Moreover, these effects cannot be
attributed to nonlinearities in the influence of the mean loss amount, since inclusion of a
quadratic mean loss term also does not eliminate this negative influence. Possible
explanations for the negative influence of risk ambiguity on manual rates will be offered
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after reviewing all the empirical relationships between the measures of risk ambiguity
and insurance pricing variables.

3.2. Effect on premium rates
Manual rates describe the rates that serve as the published reference point for insurance
pricing, but they are not the prices actually charged. The insurance companies writing
the policies may deviate from these manual rates in either direction depending on the
specific characteristics of the insured as well as fluctuations in the insurance market.
Because of the high and rising interest rates in the early 1980s, there was substantial
price competition that led the manual rates to be not binding over much of this period.
Consequently, it is the actual insurance rates charged rather than the manual rates that
may better reflect the role of risk-ambiguity aversion.
Manual rates may continue to afl'ect premiums even with a loss variable included in
the equation if they better reflect the long-term risks associated with the product group.
The key issue is how firms can predict the expected losses associated with a policy. The
two-period lagged loss variable provides one source of information, and the manual rates
may be instructive as well to the extent that they embody the use of longer-term knowledge of the risks.
The role of the mean loss variables in the premium rate regressions in table 3 parallels
that for the manual rate regressions in table 2. The efl'ect of mean loss amounts on
premium rates per unit of exposure, as summarized in panels A-D of table 3, are positive
and significant in 14 ofthe 16 cases. The only negative efl'ects are those in which inclusion
of the variance in the loss variables in the second equations of panels A and B seem to
create problems of multicollinearity. It should also be noted that all of these efl'ects are
net ofthe influence of manual rates, which have the expected positive effect on the actual
premium rates charged per unit of exposure.
The main matter of interest is the influence of product-group-based ambiguity variables on the premium rates charged in panels A-D of table 3. Unlike the results for
manual rates, these findings are less clear-cut. All the risk-ambiguity term coefficients
based on product-group variation are statistically significant, with six being positive and
six being negative. The bodily injury (monoline) results are all positive, as are the variance results for the bodily injury (multiline) results. The remainder of the findings
are negative. The state-based ambiguity terms are for the most part statistically insignificant and of mixed sign. As a consequence, there are no clear-cut directions of influence
of the risk-ambiguity variables on the actual premium rates/exposure charged by the
insurance firms.

4. The interactive risk-ambiguity model
Equation (3) focused on a risk-ambiguity model in which the role of risk ambiguity
entered additively. In contrast, many formulations of risk ambiguity have an influence of
ambiguity that is manifested in the effect ofthe loss per unit exposure amount on the
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Table 3. Summary of insurance loss variables in premium rate regressions
Panel A: Bodily injury (monoline)

Coefficient (standard error)
1

2

Manual rate

7.7E-5
(0.5E-5)
0.004
(0.014)
0.431
(0.004)

1.2E-4
(0.05E-4)
0.023
(0.063)
-0.134
(0.016)
4.6E-7
(14.2E-7)
1.5E-5
(0.04E-5)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

4

3

Loss/exposure variable {t-2)

-4.5E-4
(9.0E-4)
0.004
(0.002)

Coefficient of variation in state
Coefficient of variation in produet group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
«2

7.9E-5
(0.5 E-5)
0.005
(0.014)
0.430
(0.004)

7.7E-5
(0.5E-5)
0.005
(0.014)
0.431
(0.004)

0.42

0.42

0.45

-0.125
(0.095)
1.151
(0.244)
0.42

Sample size: 19,823
Panel B: Bodily iivjury (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable {t-2)

1

2

3

4

Manual rate

1.5E-4
(0.09E-4)
-8.5E-4
(21.5E-4)
0.980
(0.002)

1.7E-4
(O.O8E-4;)
-0.002
(0.006)
-0.004
(0.004)
l.lE-9
(lO.lE-9)
7.4E-7
(0.2E-7)

1.5E-4
(O.lE-4)
-1.4E-4
(22.4E-4)
0.098
(0.002)

1.4E-4
(0.1 E-4)
-3.2E-4
(21.8E-4)
0.098
(0.002)

Mean in state
Mean in produet group
Variance in state
Variance in produet group

-0.002
(0.001)
-0.010
(0.003)

Coefficient of variation in state
Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
0.23
Sample size: 25,264

0.26

0.23

-0.252
(0.151)
-1.941
(0.353)
0.23
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Table 3. (continued)
Panel C: Property damage (monoline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

Manual rate

2.7E-5
(O.8E-5)
0.009
(0.015)
1.050
(0.005)

7.0E-6
(7.8E-6)
-0.032
(0.057)
1.375
(0.011)
1.6E-6
(2.1E-6)
- 1.6E-5
(0.05E-5)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

3

Coefficient of variation in state

4
2.6E-5
(7.9E-6)
0.011
(0.015)
1.051
(0.005)

-4.8E-4
(7.1E-4)
-0.004
(0.002)

Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
R2

2.4E-5
(O.8E-5)
0.011
(0.015)
1.052
(0.005)

0.69

0.70

0.69

-0.093
(0.065)
-0.736
(0.170)
0.69

Sample size: 24,440
Panel D: Property damage (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable {t-2)

1

2

Manual rate

1.2E-4
(I.6E-5)
6.5 E-4
(7.8E-4)
0.036
(0.003)

7.7E-5
(0.9E-5)
0.003
(0.014)
0.488
(0.002)
-1.9E-9
(lO.OE-9)
-3.5E-7
(0.02E-7)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance in state
Variance in product group

3

Coefficient of variation in state

4
1.3E-4
(0.2E-4)
7.0E-4
(7.8E-4)
0.036
(0.003)

-5.4E-4
(14.0E-4)
0.029
(0.003)

Coefficient of variation in product group
Skewness in state
Skewness in product group
R2

Sample size: 23,885

1.3E-4
(0.2E-4)
6.4E-4
(7.8E-4)
0.036
(0.003)

0.40

0.80

0.40

-0.078
(0.148)
1.144
(0.360)
0.40
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Table 3. (continued)
Panel E: Bodily injury (monoline)

Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

3

Manual rate

1.2E-4
(0.05E-4)
0.025
(0.055)
-0.177
(0.017)
-2.3E-9
(5.8E-9)
1.2E-8
(0.03E-8)

l.lE-4
(0.05E-4)
-0.042
(0.401)
-0.390
(0.023)

l.lE-4
(0.05E-4)
0.234
(0.384)
-0.342
(0.021)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean in product group

3.2E-5
(28.1E-5)
0.002
(4.4E-5)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in produet group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)

0.45

0.45

R^
Sample size: 19,823

-0.016
(0.027)
0.137
(0.004)
0.45

Panel F: Bodily ii^jury (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable (r-2)

1

2

3

Manual rate

1.7E-4
(0.09E-4)
-0.001
(0.005)
0.018
(0.004)
1.4E-13
(48.6E-13)
l.lE-10
(0.05E-10)

1.6E-4
(0.08E-4)
0.002
(0.014)
-0.036
(0.005)

1.6E-4
(0.08E-4)
0.003
(0.015)
-0.043
(0.005)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)

- 1.7E-6
(8.2E-6)
2.6E-4
(0.09E-4)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)
^2

Sample size: 25,264

0.24

0.25

-2.4E-4
(8.4E-4)
0.024
(0.0007)
0.26
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Table 3. (eonlinued)
Panel G: Property damage (monoline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variabie (f-2)

1

Manual rate

-3,9E-6
(7,7E-6)
-0,013
(0,036)
1,510
(0,012)
5,5E-9
(0,lE-7)
-3,3E-8
(0,08E-8)

Mean in state
Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)
Variance x mean (in product group)

2

3
2,3E-5
(0,8E-5)
0,234
(0,183)
1,328
(0,020)

l,lE-5
(0,8E-5)
0,284
(0,185)
2,138
(0,039)

- l,7E-4
(l,3E-4)
-5,2E-4
(3,6E-5)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)
«2

0,71

0,69

-0,020
(0,013)
-0,181
(0,006)
0,70

Sample size: 24,440
Panel H: Property damage (multiline)
Coefficient (standard error)
Loss/exposure variable {t-2)
Manual rate
Mean in state

1
7,9E-5
(l,0E-5)
0,003
(0,014)

Mean in product group
Variance x mean (in state)

0,448
(0,002)

8,5E-5
(l,3E-5)
-0,019
(0,115)
1,062
(0,020)

7,2E-5
(l,2E-5)
-0,003
(0,099)
1,495
(0,010)

-2,2E-13
(12,9E-13)

Variance x mean (in product group)
l,5E-5
(8,7E-5)
-0,002
(l,4E-5)

Coefficient of variation x mean (in state)
Coefficient of variation x mean (in product group)
Skewness x mean (in state)
Skewness x mean (in product group)
«2

Sample size: 23,885

0,79

0,60

2,7E-4
(75,4E-4)
-0,205
(0,001)
0,68
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premium rate. Adjustments in the profitability factor IT would create such an interactive
influence. Such possibilities can be addressed using the interactive model characterized
by equation (4) above.
Panels E-H of table 2 summarize the role of the interactive variables for the manual
rate regressions, and panels E-H of table 3 present the results for the interactive specification of the model for the premium rate regressions. In all of these cases, the mean
and the manual rate variables perform in the same manner as in the additive models.
In the case of the manual rate regressions in panels E-H of table 2, all three variants of
the product-based risk-ambiguity variable are negative and statistically significant. This
pattern is similar to the findings for the additive model of manual rates in panels A-D of
table 2. In contrast, for the premium rate regressions reported in panels E and F of table
3, all three product-based measures of risk ambiguity are statistically significant and
exert a positive influence on premium rates. The product-based ambiguity interaction
terms are negative for the property damage insurance lines in panels G and H of table 3.
The strongest evidence in support of the risk-ambiguity aversion hypothesis is for the
interactive model of premium rates/exposure. However, even in this case, the results do
not suggest the presence of risk-ambiguity aversion in all cases, as it is only apparent in
the bodily injury lines. It should be recalled that the additive model of risk ambiguity also
indicated a consistent positive role of risk ambiguity for the bodily injury (monoline)
results as well as a positive effect for the variance measure of ambiguity for the bodily
injury (multiline) results. As a consequence, evidence for risk-ambiguity aversion appears to be reasonably strong for bodily injury lines if we focus on actual insurance prices
and not manual rates. The presence of this effect for bodily injury lines rather than
property damage is consistent with the greater uncertainty of the legal changes with
respect to bodily injury cases than for property damage claims.

5. Implications for insurance pricing decisions
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the results is that there is a stark difference in the
consistency of the performance of the mean loss/exposure variables and the riskambiguity variables. In every case, the mean loss/exposure for the product group exerts a
consistent positive influence on both the manual rate and on the actual premium rate/
exposure. In contrast, the effects of risk-ambiguity variables are much more inconsistent
in terms of their sign. Irrespective of whatever explanation is offered for the variation in
the ambiguity variables' influence, the main message of these results is that the expected
loss amount, not the ambiguity of these losses, drives the ratemaking process. Indeed,
this conclusion is exactly what one would expect based on the principles for ratemaking
used by the insurance industry.
Nevertheless, there is a significant role played by risk ambiguity in many of the results,
although the influence of the ambiguity terms is not consistent in terms of sign. As a
broad characterization, risk-ambiguity variables have a negative influence on manual
rates for all lines of insurance. Risk ambiguity exerts a positive influence on the premium
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rates/exposure for bodily injury coverage, particularly for the monoline date and for the
interactive model. Property damages results are more likely to exhibit a negative
ambiguity-premium rate relationship.
A variety of explanations could be offered for this difference. The first is that these
findings could simply be a random pattern of effects due to sampling error. Thus, sampling error in the data impedes our ability to estimate the risk ambiguity effect. A second
variation on this hypothesis is that there is no risk-ambiguity effect on insurance pricing,
which accounts for the inconsistent results. Alternatively, risk-ambiguity aversion may
primarily be consequential for other lines of insurance. The ambiguity associated with
insurance of environmental risks, for example, is likely to be greater than that for products. These explanations do not, however, characterize the consistency of the results
across the various ambiguity measures and lines of insurance, particularly in the case of
the consistently negative effect of the risk-ambiguity variables for the additive version of
the manual rate model.
Other explanations that do not seem compelling are those that attribute the inability
to identify a more consistent influence of risk ambiguity to a shortage of data or a lack of
imagination in terms of the empirical specification. The sample sizes on the order of
20,000 policies for each of four different samples are quite large by any standard. Moreover, the estimation results tend to be quite robust across specifications, including many
not reported in this article. The measures of risk ambiguity that have been explored are
also quite diverse. The failure to find a consistently positive influence of risk ambiguity
cannot be attributed to an overly narrow empirical characterization of this influence.
The most plausible explanation of the results is the following. Risk ambiguity tends to
exert a negative influence on the manual rates and a positive influence on the actual rates
charged for bodily injury insurance, controlling for the manual rate. A negative influence
on the manual rate would occur in a situation in which the outliers in the performance of
insurance policies for a particular industry group are excluded from consideration when
setting the manual rates. Insurance company officials may not wish to distort their estimate of the riskiness of insurance for a particular industry with data on cases that are
outliers from the general industry pattern. This possibilify is a formal industry practice
and is not mere conjecture.'^ Due to the symmetry in the distribution of losses, the
practice of excluding the high payoff outliers will tend to lower the mean level used for
the manual rate-setting process below the overall mean loss amount used in this empirical analysis. Use of the actual mean loss amount in the empirical analysis as opposed to
the mean loss amount excluding the outliers will overstate the mean that insurance
companies use for setting manual rates. Thus, the negative influence of the ambiguify
terms would be predicted if, in the setting of the manual rates, firms excluded the large
payoff events as being aberrational.
The subsequent positive influence of the ambiguify terms on the premium charged for
bodily injury coverage may reflect the opposite kind of influence. Outliers may be downplayed when setting manual rates. Moreover, the insurance adjuster setting the premium
for a particular policy in the volatile bodily injury lines may take into account the presence of substantial uncertainfy with respect to that policy. If there is risk-ambiguify
aversion, one would expect there to be an appropriate price adjustment to reflect this
risk ambiguify.
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Since the premium rate regressions reflect the actual prices charged for insurance,
whereas the manual rate regressions do not during this period of price competition, this
characterization of the role of risk ambiguify is consistent with the empirical results.
Nevertheless, the findings for the ambiguify terms are not as strong as those for the mean
loss influence. One can, however, identify some risk-ambiguify effects consistent with the
literature if one also recognizes the possible disregard of ambiguous loss situations when
setting manual rates. This exclusion of outliers is then offset when premium rates are
charged on a firm-specific basis.
The main problem in assessing the role of risk-ambiguify aversion is that insurance
company operations do not provide a perfectly controlled experiment. There are a variefy of reasons why highly dispersed loss patterns should generate higher insurance
prices, including influences such as risk aversion. However, this host of positive effects
often is offset by the negative influence of insurance companies trimming the high loss
outliers from consideration.
The net, mixed influence of risk ambiguify on insurance prices does not imply that
risk-ambiguify aversion is not borne out in actual practice or that it is an artifact of risk
researchers' experiments with hypothetical decisions. Rather, insurance company decisions embody a variefy of influences associated with loss dispersion so that each independent influence cannot be sorted out. On balance, however, it is the average loss performance, not the dispersion in these losses, that is most instrumental.

Notes
1. The literature since the original Ellsberg paradox is reviewed by Camerer and Weber (1992). Recent
empirical contributions include Camerer and Kunreuther (1989), Einhorn and Hogarth (1985), Heath and
Tversky (1991), Hogarth and Kunreuther (1991), Kunreuther and Hogarth (1989), Viseusi (1989), Winkler
(1991), and Viseusi, Magat, and Huber (1991).
2. Previous related work involving one or more of these authors ineludes, among other papers, Camerer and
Kunreuther (1989), Hogarth and Kunreuther (1991), Berger and Kunreuther (1991), and Kunreuther and
Hogarth (1989).
3. See Priest (1987), Abraham (1988), and Viseusi (1991).
4. See McClenahan (1990) for further discussion.
5. Hogarth and Kunreuther (1991) provide a detailed description of Lemaire's work.
6. See Viseusi (1991).
7. See footnote 3,5Mpra.
8. See the Insurance Services Office (1984) for further discussion of the insuranee market in the early 1980s.
9. One could create a panel data set by aggregating the data, but doing so would lose mueh of the informational context of the firm-spceifie records.
10. Over this short time period, the use of an interest-rate variable served primarily as a time-trend variable
that captured a host of different time-related effects. Exploitation of different variants of the interest-rate
variable failed to yield significant effects with the expected sign. Inclusion of year-specific dummy variables
appeared to be a preferable way to capture these broader economic influences.
11. See Webb, Laramie, and Baglini (1989), and Viseusi (1990).
12. See MeClenahan (1990) for advocacy of this procedure.
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